Radiation Laborator,y and Physics Department, University of California, Berkeley, California November 16, 1955 The decay ~2 __, f< -t-.,) , which is the commc:¢lest K-meson decay, is strikingly s1mil.ar to 11' ~ jA + .J • A simple phae~-space estimate , gives a K-~ lifetime lees than one-tenth the fY -r lifetime, while the observed lifetimes are more nearly equal. In this note, we wish to point out that the long ~2 lifetime and the absence of Ke 2 are both understandable in tenns of the same interaction (axial vector) as has been 1 invoked to explain the absence of 11 -e decay. Since this interaction 2 is one that suppresses the emission·of ~ electrons, it had been expected that ~a.diative deoays like 1r ~ e -r.,) -t "'(" might be relatively important.
That this is not so, however, can be shown in a simple way by a generalized equivalence theorem.
Since ' t5 merely inverts neutrino spins, and in the final state neutrino spins are summed over, the decay of a scalar meson by scalar where g ie the effective boson-lepton coupling constant. The pseudovector interaction for the pion decay was motivated by the small ratio 1.3 x 10-4 that this equation gives for the pion decaying into e -t,) rather than
: 2.5 X 10 • UCRL-3202 (2) When the coupling constant in Eq. (1) From <~e -~) e = me 'f e . and ~l) '/l-J = ~ r-a~ , it follows I for every
The minus sign hoi.& when ¢ is a scalar meson wave function and the plus sign when ¢ is y 5 times a pseudoecalar wave !Unction. For e = O, the matrix element of Eq. (4) is that for the nonra.diative decay; it terms are kept linear in e , the matrix elements of Eq. (4) In all four cases (S(S), P(P), S(V), P(A)), the probability ot 
It is interesting to observe that for all four couplings the spectrum obtained . is essentially that expected fr·om classical radiation damping.
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